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(i)

(ii)

A maximum likelihood estimator

An unbiased estimator

L€t X be the number of successes in a binomial €xperiment
with /r tdals and the probability of suocess p. Find the
maximum likelihood estimate for p and show that it is
unbiased. Derive the varipnce of this estimator. Is this
estimator corsisteot? Justify your answer.

random sample of z observations Xt, Xz,......rXo 'ts taken
a tandom variable X which has a normal distribution

with mean p and variance o2. Assuming o2 is known, find.

method of moments estimate for lr )

maximum likelihood estioate for l.

E(x) and E\x') and

of I based on X. '.

taken from a poisson
to estimate .0 = l,?

is a sufficietrt statistic

Find the Cramer - Rao lower bound

find :

for the

an unbiased

variance of

youf

i(i) irhe

(ii) lrhe"i



Q3 (a)

(b)

DescJibe the Neyman - pearson approach to testing onesimple hypothesis against another simpie hypothesis.

The 
. 
number of compiaints in suocessive weeks about acertain producL are denored by X. X. .,X, 

-.i;".;
ra,rdorn rariables are indrpenderrt. poissorr wirh' ."un ,8,where 7r is known and d is unknown. tt i, ,"quir"A to [.ithe null hypothesis Ho: d= 1 against the alternative Ur: g=i.

(r) A resl bas a cfllical region lXt, X ,., X, sucn thal ,):. _,, r

whcle rr has been chosen so ilr:rr the resr la. itrerequired significance. level. Show that this is ;;;;
Neynan , Pearson test

(ii) State, with reasons whetfier this iest
powerful for the hypothesis Ho: d
alternative Hti d>-4.

1S

(iii) Suppose that 1t = %, tt : m : 2. Find
level and power of the test at ,= 2

Q4. (a) Define
(D Type 1 error and
(ii) Type 11 errorl.

(b) A coin is tossed 5 times. Let the probability of heads

lhro\ be p To resr Ho e . j aUoinsr the alrernalrvc /1j

the critical region is taken to be j<2, where ris rhe
heads obtained in the 5 throws. Find type I and type I I
the potv€r of the test.

unifo(mly most
I against the

the significance

at each

1=l= r'
uumber of
errors and

(c) On the basis of the results obtaired from a r aadom sample of I 00
Ilren from_a particular district, the 950lo confidence interual to. tte
mean height oftie men in the clislriot is found to he
(117.22 cn. l79 18 cm) Find the lalue of r, the meln of (he
sarnple, and o, the standard deviation of the normal population
from which the sample is drawn. Calculare tfr" sgZ ioinJ"r";
interval for the mean height.


